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UnsoundSoundness - Positively
prepared?

UnsoundSoundness - Justified?

UnsoundSoundness - Consistent
with national policy?

UnsoundSoundness - Effective?

NoCompliance - Legally
compliant?

NoCompliance - In
accordance with the
Duty to Cooperate?

The proposal do not cover any infostructure upgrade to support that number
of additional houses in the area. Please provide the plan for building new

Redacted reasons -
Please give us details

roads which will support the projected number of new cars trying to get toof why you consider the
motorways and A580. I also do not see the plans for upgrading bus serviceconsultation point not
capacity. With this number of new people the additional V1 and V2 busses
will be required. What is the plan for it?

to be legally compliant,
is unsound or fails to
comply with the duty to When will the new primary school be built/existing ones extended? When

will the healthcare centre be open? There are no dates provided in thisco-operate. Please be
as precise as possible. proposal. What about the estimate of worsening the quality of air in the area

due to additional number of cars? There is no estimate provided.

Provide the scientifically proven projection of air quality change due to the
new cars and houses. Please provide the estimate of the number of daily

Redacted modification
- Please set out the

increase of passengers of local busses and plan how the current bus service
is going to bemodified in preparation for the increased number of commuters.

modification(s) you
consider necessary to
make this section of the
plan legally compliant
and sound, in respect
of any legal compliance
or soundness matters
you have identified
above.
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